


"Nearly every war in the last fifty year has been the result of media lies."
The media could stopt it, basically Population don't like war. Population are fooled into War,
If we have a good Media Enviroment we have a good Peaceful Enviroment.
— Julian Assange

https://twitter.com/sahouraxo/status/1600594132514312216

Farmers Out: Critical Food Shortages.

The Dutch #WEF Government effort to buy out a large number of farmers is aptly typified in the
@ArkansasOnline.
It is also distressing to shrink production at a time when the demand for food is
still going to increase very strongly. And the EU calls that socially responsible and sustainable!
It's also about the timing. Now that a food crisis is imminent, you cannot close other production
channels
at the same time. I understand that it has to be more sustainable in the long term,
but now it seems like a very bad time. However, the strong suspicion is getting stronger
and that is that the Elite is working towards Depopulation of this World, with contraceptives
it has not succeeded in the 3rd world countries, now the Elite
are deploying war, hunger, diseases, radiation, biological weapons and other means
to reduce the World's Population. Can't prove it is true, but it's all too much obvious.



EU Corruption Scandal.

https://twitter.com/Nigel Farage/status/1603048997047992320

Nigel Farage: NEW update on the EU corruption scandal. 
€1,500,000 in cash has now been retrieved. 
4 more MEPs from the Socialist Group have now stood down.

All Persons Involved in Corruptions Must be Jailed,
including Ursula von der Leyen, because of the Corrupt & 
Criminal COVID Pfizer vaccine deal.

With all these scandals and disappearance of money,
especially Dutch money... a #NEXIT is obvious.
The Dutch were Rich, but they are becoming more and more Paupers 
, because we are being Stripped Naked by the EU and WEF allies.

Mary's Song.
I woke up this morning and this Bible verse popped into my head…
and I thought this warning is for the Corrupt Leaders of Europe.

"He will brought down rulers from their thrown"



I hope you join the humble, it's better for you in the long run and it already gives joy...

Joy to the World!
Especially for my Friend, the Brave and Peace-Loving, Fiery Irish Clare Daly, but also for
everyone!

Joy To The World (Live At The Helix In Dublin, Ireland/2013)
Celtic Woman "Home for Christmas".






